
An italian story ...�



To define “ Zeffirino”® with one word, is certainly not possible… �

The Belloni‘s �
Brigade�

This name combines the “saga” of events 
experienced by a group of people and precisely the �
“Belloni’s family“ whose founder was Zeffirino 
Belloni. However the Belloni’s hystory has much 
older  origins, descending from a dynasty of 
influential merchants of the eighteenth century.  �



Zeffirino Belloni has been a pure patriarch, who for his 
entire life identified himself with his family. Born in Motta 
di Cavezzo (Modena) in the 1918 on the fertile banks of the 
Secchia river, very young marries Olga his life partner 
giving birth to Gian-Paolo, the first of 5 sons.�

But the Second World War breaks into their existences and 
Zeffirino is dragged from the events and go to war. It is 
during this period of his life that starts the gastronomic 
tradition, when asked to be subordinated to the service of a 
Colonel who discovers his culinary talent. He gets moved 
from the war frontline and appointed as “ cook “ of the 
Colonel. This will save Zeffirino’s life and be the beginning 
of a successful family story.�

At the end of the War, the extreme poverty motivates 
Zeffirino to a drastic choice and he leaves the country-
side with his wife Olga and his first son Gianpalo to try 
his luck in the city.�

Wisely he bets on Genoa  city that will not betray him, 
becoming in a few years one of the three most 
important industrial points with the cities of Turin and 
Milan, as striking symbol of  the "Italian Economic 
Miracle". �

With a   courageous decision,  Zeffirino takes along the 
whole family, the father Confucio, the mother Serafina, 
and the brothers and sister Mario, Angelo and Angela. �

His journey brings him and his family to Quinto al 
Mare in the suburb of area of Genova, which at the 
time was a mere village of fishermen. He takes over an 
old pub in Quinto al Mare with a kitchen and a pergola 
and give it a new „life“. �



His journey brings him and his family to Quinto al Mare 
in the suburb of area of Genova, which at the time was a 
mere village of fishermen. He takes over an old pub in 
Quinto al Mare with a kitchen and a pergola and give it a 
new „ life opening the „ Trattoria Emiliana“.�

The business is located on SS 1 Aurelia street, the same 
road that will later become known globally as the set of 
the film “ Il Sorpasso" of Dino Risi and at the time the 
only artery of communication between North and South 
of Italy.�

Here truck drivers, who are known for being good 
gourmets, stops to eat with more and more pleasure until 
they had to queue to dine. Soon the mouth to mouth 
communication is spreading out the success of Zeffirino, 
who is the artist of the stoves and the genious that 
enlives the family and attracts customers. �

Part of Zeffirino‘s family goes back to their native village, 
San Prospero di Modena, where Mario ( his brother ) 
opens successfully the restaurant „ San Silvestro 
„ becoming a very renowned gastronomic point . �



Conversely, Zeffirino who is not a common man and not yet 
satisfied of the success achieved and moved by the ambitious idea 
of providing his five children with a brilliant future, opens what it 
will become the famous “ Ristorante Zeffirino “at that time one of 
the most glamorous street “ via XX Settembre “ in the centre of 
Genova nearby the “Margherita Theatre” which will play a role in 
the success of the restaurant and the  imposing “ Ponte 
Monumentale “ that later will be utilized as symbol of the 
restaurant.�

The strategic position jointly with the determination of the family 
allows quickly to create the reputation of the city's most famous 
restaurant. At the same time, the family grows and new blood is 
brought into the family business. The five children help the father 
Zeffirino and the mother Olga in the hard work. �

At Zeffirino’ s side there is the tireless Olga, who keeps up the 
family tradition in the art of making hand-made fresh pasta. Olga, 
transfers the tradition heritage to the three daugthers-in-law, 
Giannina ( Gianpaolo’s wife), Livia ( Luciano’s wife), and Renata 
( Odino’s wife) who carry on devotedly the traditions of the family 
and that they will be named  “ Le Signore della Pasta” , the 
(Pasta’s Ladies)  with such a cult �





The five brothers, as their father, always looking for new achievements will move from a a “ rich” Emilian cuisine to  the “ 
poor “ Ligurian: the time will prove them right. Seemingly simple dishes produce amazing results, thanks to the skills in 
balancing ingredients dosages and in the differentiation of cooking times of the single ingredients.. �

Gianpaolo, the first born, is the chef, followed by 
Luciano who is the Maitre’, Odino as second chef, 
Alberto as grill specialist and Giorgio expert for the 
first courses. The three elderly sons are assisted by 
their wives and all together are distinguishing 
themselves from the competitors for the peculiariaty 
of the preparation “ express” all the ingredients that 
make the dish are prepared at the moment the 
customer places the order. This to enhance the 
fragrance of the fresh  ingredients. Zeffirino and its 
family have been pioneers in the culinar art. �



But the great pride of Zeffirino is certainly to have brought around the 
world the Ligurian culinary tradition, a tradition born in the narrow land 
strips between the mountains and the sea which is the maximum 
expression of what Zeffirino considers her “ majesty the queen of sauces “ 
the  “Pesto Genovese”, elected to "Food of the Gods" when served to both 
both popes Wojtyla and Ratzinger. �

Frank Sinatra, during a trip to France he decides to taste again the pesto 
sauce as used to be prepared by his mother Natalina, and stops at the 
Zeffirino.  After this occasion he will never give up on having the Belloni’s 
to cook for him at important events like at his birthday at the Waldorf 
Astoria in New York and for the gala event at the Savini in Milan during 
the concert at the Palatrussardi.�



But even Luciano Pavarotti, longtime friend of the Belloni’s family requires that Odino follows him as personal 
chef during his entire tourne’ in China. However, it is at the three tenors concert in Las Vegas that Pavarotti 

claims Gianpaolo presence in his suite to degustate a plate of fresh “ tagliatelle” prepared by �
Gianpaolo’s wife. �

Barry White, as well requires Zeffirino when on tour in Italy. �



The Belloni’s participate in numerous television appearances, 
moved by the desire to spread out the culture of the “ good 
cuisine” through the practical preparation of dishes live; they are 
pioneers when appearing on the successful broadcasting program  
of  RAI 1 “Ciao Italia". �

Their work is certainly not confined to the national territory and it 
reaches many countries worldwide Germany, Switzerland, 
Sweden, Australia, Japan, USA, Canada, Uruguay, Chile, 
Argentina, Singapore, Hong Kong, Norway, United Kingdom and 
China; in each of these nations Gianpaolo and his brothers after 
organizing gastronomic evenings and events are publicly 
reworded by the local authorities; remarkable is when Gianpaolo 
receives the "Keys of the City of Los Angeles" by the hands of the 
city mayor, when he receives the certificate of official ”chef" of 
the 500th anniversary of the discovery of America, when honored 
of the title of "Special Ambassador of the City of Melbourne” by 
the premier of the Victoria state and when honored of the title of 
"Ambassador Stock Fish” of the Lofoten islands, by the Norvegian 
consul in person. �

Rai 1 - Ciao Italia �Antonella Clerici�



The Belloni’s  have no secrets and generously when they are not traveling around the 
world, they invite chefs of all nationalities to learn their art; Prince Charles of Wales, 
thanked them personally after enjoying the recipes that his personal chef has learned 
during a personal course at the Zeffiirino.  �

Amongst the many organizations of which they are members it deserve to be cited:�

   Chaine des Rotisseur �
   Disciples d'Auguste Escoffier �
   International Organization Oliveoil �
   Italian Professional Chefs Association�

They are also holders of two Guinness records both obtained in Albisola: �

 The record for the largest amount of freshly prepared pesto sauce and largest amount of 
freshly prepared cappon magro  ever served during an event.�

However , the story of Zeffirino, from the beginning until 1992, can be found in the 
illustrated text “Zeffirino and his World" published by Edimond.�



Zeffirino in Italy ...�



Zeffirino in the World… �



Zeffirino, today is at the 5th generation and in three different continents: �

Italy : �
•   Ristorante Zeffirino , Genova ( www.zeffirino.com )  �
•   Ristorante Zeffirino , Loano –Savona ( www.zeffirinoloano.com ) �
•   Ristorante La Cucina di Gianpaolo Pieve Ligure – Genova  �
   ( www.lacucinadigianpaolo.it ) �

USA : �
•   Ristorante Zeffirino at the Venetian  Las Vegas (Nevada) �
   ( www.zeffirinolasvegas.com  ) �

Asia : �
•   Ristorante Zeffirino Regal Hotel , Causeway Bay , Hong Kong �
   ( www.regalhotel.com ) �



MARCO ZEFFIRINO BELLONI�
My luck is to have travelled  the world. I have tresured everyhting I saw and have implemented it into my philosophy of 
life. Tthe philosophy of “ the good life”  which I have transferred to the “Marina di Loano “ establishing a new concept 

of marina. The ‘Bfly Club “ in my dream was the first goal and the Zeffirino Restaurant ... made it into a reality. �

CHILDHOOD �
Marco Zeffirino Belloni was born in Genoa and is the fourth generation of a dinasty of restaurateurs. Grandson of 

Zeffirino Belloni, Marco grew up in a family environment where as a child he loves to play in the famous restaurant 
helping parents, both behind the stove in that room, assimilating a work culture unparalleled.�

Stimulated by the environment Marco, at the age of 13, is already in the position to direct the banquet room of the 
family restaurant.�

FORMATION�
He attended the hotel school “Marco Polo” airport of Genoa and under the guidance of the famous Maitre d’hotel Gianni 

Soragni, at the age of 18 years become the most young “Amira” Maitre D’Hotel in Italy.�

ADVENTURE COSTA CRUISES�
Marco as his grandfather moved by the ambition to grow professionally in the year 2000,   starts a business  partnership 

with the Costa Cruise family. He is proposing the preparation of the Genovese pesto sauce on board of the cruise ships 
giving life to the Ristorante Il “Magnificent by Zeffirino” on the Costa Victoria and a number of restaurants as the “Club 

Conte Grande” on the Costa Fortuna, the Club “Vicenza” on the Costa Magica and the “Bahia Club” on the Costa 
Tropical. As part of this collaboration is as well as originated the the “Palacafè” at Palacrociere of Savona.�



MARCO ZEFFIRINO BELLONI�

BB & CO�
In 2000, together with his sister Lucia and his cousin Ugo Belloni, creates the group Belloni & Belloni �

(B & B) and takes over the management of the restaurant "Zeffirino Kulm” in Portofino Vetta. Following, he opens the 
Restaurant "Il Capriccio" in Camogli.�

Meanwhile, established relationships with family Costa give Marco the opportunity to manage the "C-Dream” lounge bar 
and interactive media, tangible evidence of innovation, versatility and competence of the consolidated management 

Belloni & Belloni. The relationships with the Family Costa gives Marco the opportunity to manage the "C-Dream” �
an interactive media lounge bar, tangible evidence of innovation, versatility and competence of Marco’s consolidated 

management skyls.�

COLLABORATION�
The meeting between Marco and Lorenzo Quinn, son of the famous actor Anthony Quinn, brings Marco to Barcelona and 
together with Lorenzo Queen gives life to the Restaurant "La Galería Gastronomica Italiana", where gastronomy and art 

are one unique pulsing heart. �
In the year 2005/2006 Marco collaborates with Angelo Boscolo, president of the Boscolo Hotels Group to to implement a 

food quality standardization in the restaurants of the Group.�

 BEYOND THE SIMPLE FOOD �
In 2007, Marco decides to explore new challenges and opens a nightclub joining the catering service to a concept of night 

entertainment. So,  he enters into a business  partnership with Alessandro Minetti  and together they give life to ” SOL 
LEVANTE “ club at Cavi di Lavagna. The club is open all year around as restaurant, discoteque, cabaret, music club and in 

summers as beach club.�



MARCO ZEFFIRINO BELLONI�

 Marco, however, does not abandon his passion for banquets. In 2008, in collaboration with the FAI organizes events 
and fabulous catering  events at the Abbey of San Fruttuoso.�

 But the countless experiences led him in 2009 to accept the collaboration with the group Fondiaria Sai, for the 
realization of a project at the Marina di Loano in Savona. �

 In 2010, inaugurates the Bfly Beach: 16,000 square meters of fine sand �

 Adjacent to the beach, Marco also gives life to the known Bfly Beach Club, stage of performances by national and 
international DJ’s, live concerts,  parties and exhilarating nightlifes.�

 the Ristorante MaPi and Cocktail Bar, a wonderful facility with a large terrace.�

 The ambitious project of Marco finally culminates with the “Restaurant & Lounge Bar Zeffirino” at the Yacht Club of 
Marina di Loano, opened in May 2012. The refined restaurant and its splendid terrace lounge located on the second floor 
of the jacthing club,are the realisaiton of the Marco’s creativity and intuition..�



Located on the second floor of the Yacht Club Marina Loano, the restaurant is managed by Marco Zeffirino Belloni with 
the daughter Olga and the son Riccardo, fourth and fifth generation of the famous dynasty of Genoa restaurateurs. The 
elegant structure is developed through an elegant indoor lounge, a teak terrace of 400 square meters overlooking the 
island Gallinara and at the side of the room’s main, a living room with wine bar and extensive wine cellar to view a 
prelude to the Lounge Bar in the heart of a large terrace, perfect for those wishing to indulge in pure relaxation while 
enjoying a stunning view of 360°. �

The Restaurant & Lounge Bar Zeffirino provides you with the following services: �

. Restaurant à La Grande Carte �
. Catering on board and not only �

. Ceremonies and Meeting�
. Corporate Events and/or private Parties �

. Take Away for boats �
. Lounge aperitivo on the elegant Terrace  �

. Services of supply Food & Beverage �
. Private parking and mooring �




